Weights are integral:
For any for ∈ ∆, restrict the representation to ≅ (2, ℂ) and so ( , ) ∈ ℤ. (=> acting by positive root vectors until reaching the highest. <= semisimple Lie algebra is completely reducible. Highest weight vector (which has multiplicity one) must belong to one of the irreducible factor, but it is cyclic and hence there is only one factor.) Then take the highest weight, which is dominant integral: for where ∈ , consider ≅ (2, ℂ) and restrict as its representation. A highest weight vector v of is in particular a highest weight vector of | . Hence ⋅ = where ∈ ℤ . Two highest weight representations with the same highest weight are isomorphic by the same proof. (Consider the subspace of ⊕ generated by the highest weight vectors ( , ) which is again a highest weight representation. The projection maps are isomorphisms.) Now for ∈ ℤ, * , need to cook up a μhighest weight representation. Cook up a canonical representation (called Verma module) which is infinite dimensional, and then take quotient! Do it below. QED Note: highest weight infinitedimensional representation may NOT be irreducible, and two with the same highest weight may not be isomorphic! Also the highest weight can be any complex numbers! ( , ℂ)Verma module with highest weight ∈ ℂ: Take formal span of { , , … }. Define ⋅ = , ⋅ = ( − 2 ) , ⋅ = 0, ⋅ = ⋅ ⋅ = ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + ⋅ = ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + − 2( − 1) = ⋯ = − ( − 1) .
Representation of semisimple Lie algebra
Saturday, March 31, 2018 9:00 PM If = ∈ ℤ , ⋅ = 0. Thus = Span{ , … } is invariant. The quotient is then a finite dimensional highest weight representation.
For general , a basis of is given by … ⋅ where is a highest weight vector and are all the negative roots in this order.
Enveloping algebra A:
An associative algebra with identity and : → with ([ , ]) = ( ) ( ) − ( ) ( ), and ( ) generates A, that is, the smallest subalgebra with 1 containing ( ) is A.
Universal enveloping algebra :
The enveloping algebra such that every other enveloping algebra is a quotient of (which is compatible with : → ).
ex. = ℂ. Then is the free algebra ⟨ ⟩.
The above ⟨ , , ⟩ is the tensor algebra (which is free algebra quotient by bilinear relations).
Construction:
Take tensor algebra (treating as a vector space)
Then define as the quotient by ⟨ − − [ , ]: , ∈ ⟩. It is universal: If : → , then have ( ) → (mapping 1 to 1 ) which is surjective. If ([ , ]) = ( ) ( ) − ( ) ( ), then the map descends to → .
In particular, representation → = End( ) (where V can be infinitedimensional) is oneto one corresponding to → End( ).
PoincareBirkhoffWitt Theorem:
If , … , is a basis of , then ( ) … ( ) form a basis of . (In particular : → is injective.)
Proof: use induction on degree, skipped.
Corollary:
If ⊂ , then ⊂ .
Verma module with highest weight : Want to make 1 ∈ to be the highest weight vector. Take the left ideal ⋅ ⟨ − ( , ) for ∈ , for ∈ ⟩ (declaring 1 has weight , and declaring 1 is a highest weight vector.) Verma module is the quotient vector space ≔ / ⋅ ⟨ − ( , ) ∈ , ∈ ⟩. It loses the ring structure, but still has the left module structure of . Thus it is a representation of . Since is generated by (acting on 1), [1] ∈ is cyclic. Need to construct Waction by using action of ( ) , ( ) for = ⟨ , , ⟩ ⊂ .
Since may be infinitedimensional, need to worry about exponential operators on . Once have ( ) , the same construction goes through for W action. It is justified in the lemma below. QED
Def. Locally nilpotent linear operator X on V:
for all ∈ , = 0 for some > 0. (For finite dimensions, this is same as nilpotent. Just take a basis.)
Have
for locally nilpotent X.
Lemma: For = ⟨ , , ⟩ where ∈ ∆, , act locally nilpotently on if ∈ ̅ ∩ ℤ * . Proof: Suffice to prove every ∈ is contained in a finitedimensional sub representation of . The set T of all such vectors form a vector space. It is invariant under whole : For ∈ , let ∋ be a finitedimensional subreprsentation of . Take ⋅ which is still finitedimensional. Note that ⋅ is NOT invariant under , but it is invariant under . ⋅ ∈ ⋅ for any ∈ , and hence ⋅ ∈ . ≠ ∅, and hence = as is irreducible: Take the highest weight vector [1] ∈ . ( , ) ∈ ℤ since ∈ ̅ ∩ ℤ * and ∈ ∆. Then ⋅ [1]: ∈ ℤ ⊂ forms a finitedimensional subrepresentation of . Hence [1] ∈ .
Exercises. (Section 9.8)
Show that the Verma module is the maximal highest weight representation. Namely, for any highest weight representation , there is a surjective morphism → (and hence is a quotient of ).
1.
Let ∈ * and = {α , … , }. Show that for the Verma module , the multiplicity of is the number of ktuples ( , … , ) such that = − − ⋯ − .
5.

